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•

No changes to earnings. While the restart is slightly ahead of prior timeline, we
make no changes to Balama volumes at this stage, factoring in some
conservatism for mine ramp-up.

•

SYR risked valuation increases to $1.71/share (0.75x NPV10) from $1.64. This
is due to increasing Balama valuation to 0.95x NPV from 0.90x given the restart
decision, while that of Vidalia remains unchanged at 0.60x.
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We maintain our Buy and increase the 12-month PT to $1.71/share (prior
$1.64) in-line with the risked valuation.
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Catalysts for the share price include: 1) Installation of furnace for coating of
spherical graphite 1QFY21; 2) Restart of Balama production; 3) Offtake and/or
financing partner for Vidalia; 4) Vidalia FID; 4) Rising graphite prices; and 5)
Increasing EV sales.
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Next major catalyst - Vidalia furnace commissioning. We expect the next major
catalyst for SYR to be commissioning of the coating furnace at Vidalia by end
March, allowing SYR to produce its own active anode material.
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•

Well funded for restart. We estimate SYR had US$89M (A$113M) in cash post
the SPP in January, more than adequate to cover working capital and associated
costs at Balama (FSBe A$26M), plus Vidalia and corporate costs (FSBe A$10M),
prior to Balama generating cash flow. We therefore still view it unlikely that the
company will need to issue the proposed convertible notes (subject to
shareholder vote) to manage liquidity for the restart.
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•

Most product to be sold to China. In its last quarterly SYR stated it received
increased enquiry from China. Given that China is currently the sole commercial
global source of purified spherical graphite (PSG), and that Balama’s product is
mostly fines (the favoured raw material for PSG) , we expect this is where most
of Balama product will be shipped to.
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•

First production expected in 2-3 months. SYR expects first production with 2-3
months (April-May 2021), which is ahead of our prior expectation of end
June/beginning July. The company however did not provide guidance on
volumes, pricing, or contracts. We currently forecast initial restart production –
once fully ramped up - over the first 18 months to be 215ktpa graphite
concentrate vs ca. 350ktpa design capacity, due to SYR re-entering the market
in a disciplined manner.
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•

SYR to restart Balama as positive trends abound. SYR announced yesterday its
intention to restart graphite production at its Balama mine. Key factors building
over the past few months coalesced to bring the company to this point, including
1) Increasing global EV sales; 2) Rising graphite prices; 3) Increased demand for
alternative to China graphite supply; 4) Positive regulatory, pricing, and demand
trends for both EVs and raw material supplies; and 5) Enhanced mobility of
goods and people in Mozambique.
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Decision to restart graphite production; Valuation & PT change.
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Restart!
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